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Nanocrystalline Cu–Ta alloys belong to an emerging class of immiscible materials with potential for high-
temperature applications. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), Vickers microhardness, transmission
and scanning electron microscopy (TEM/SEM), and atomistic simulations have been applied to study
the structural evolution in high-energy cryogenically alloyed nanocrystalline Cu–10 at.%Ta. The thermally
induced coarsening of the as-milled microstructure was investigated and it was found that the onset of
grain growth occurs at temperatures higher than that for pure nanocrystalline Cu. The total heat release
associated with grain growth was 0.553 kJ/mol. Interestingly, nanocrystalline Cu–10 at.%Ta maintains a
mean grain size (GS) of 167 nm after annealing at 97% of its melting point. The increased microstructural
stability is attributed to a combination of thermodynamic and kinetic stabilization effects which, in turn,
appear to be controlled by segregation and diffusion of Ta solute atoms along grain boundaries (GBs). The
as-milled nanocrystalline Cu–10 at.%Ta exhibits Vickers microhardness values near 5 GPa surpassing the
microhardness of conventional pure nanocrystalline Cu by �2.5 GPa.

Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

The coarsening and grain growth of nanocrystalline metals pro-
duced by high energy mechanical alloying has been the focus of in-
tense research efforts over the past 30 years. A large fraction of the
studies report observations and/or methods which limit or reduce
grain growth in these materials. Such reports have spawned an
area of research that focuses on preventing grain growth in nano-
crystalline materials. Currently, there are two predominant meth-
ods for preventing the grain growth: a kinetic approach and a
thermodynamic approach. The kinetic approach invokes a pinning
force to trap grain boundaries (GBs) in place thereby halting grain
growth [1,2]. This can be accomplished in a number of ways, the
most prominent being the pinning with secondary phases [3–6]
and/or the solute drag-effects [7,8]. In contrast, the thermody-
namic approach, recently proposed theoretically, is associated with
suppressing the driving force for grain growth by reduction of the
GB free energy [9–16]. The most successful thermodynamic ap-
proaches have relied on the use of GB stabilizing solute atoms for
reducing the free energy penalty (lower GB free energy) associated
with the presence of excess GBs [17–23]. To a lesser extent, GB
engineering has also been utilized to produce microstructures
composed of low energy nanotwinned boundaries, thereby stabi-
lizing the overall microstructure [24,25]. Recently, Atwater and
Darling have published a visual library outlining the thermody-
namic stability of 2288 distinct binary nanocrystalline systems
[26]. Currently, interest has been growing to investigate the com-
bined effect of both kinetic and thermodynamic mechanisms of
stabilization operating in the same systems [27–30].

Despite the depth and versatility of this growing area of re-
search, nanocrystalline metals exhibiting microstructural stability
at extreme temperatures continue to remain an extraordinary sci-
entific curiosity. To the knowledge of the authors, there are only a
few existing examples that experimentally demonstrate the reten-
tion of nanocrystallinity at high homologous temperatures (i.e.,
>80% of the melting point, Tm) [31–33]. Botcharova et al. [31] re-
ported on a nanocrystalline Cu–Nb alloy prepared by high-energy
mechanical alloying, whose microstructure remained nanocrystal-
line up to temperatures near Tm of the alloy. More recently, atom-
istic simulations of a similar alloy system were reported, revealing
an extremely high microstructural stability of nanocrystalline Cu
alloyed with Ta [34]. Both of these alloys are unique as they repre-
sent systems that have the potential to exhibit both highly effec-
tive thermodynamic and kinetic modes of stability. Specifically,
in Cu–Ta, thermodynamic parameters such as the +2 kJ/mol equi-
molar enthalpy of mixing, the 43.6 kJ/mol elastic enthalpy
[35,36] and a 0% solubility limit strongly suggest that if forced
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solubility could occur, Ta atoms would segregate to Cu GBs upon
heating, resulting in reducing the GB free energy. At the same time,
the positive enthalpy of mixing indicates that phase separation of
Ta dispersoids in the GB and lattice regions will also occur, result-
ing in kinetically pinning the microstructure in place.

Here, we describe and differentiate the microstructural evolu-
tion and grain growth in a Cu–10 at.%Ta alloy from that in pure
Cu. This alloy was found to maintain an average grain size (GS)
of 167 nm after 4 h of annealing at 97% of Tm of Cu. We present
experimental evidence in support of the earlier atomistic simula-
tions [34] that reveals the mechanistic reasons for the extreme
microstructural stability of the nanostructured Cu–10 at.%Ta alloy.
5.3

 

2. Experimental procedures

Hardened steel vials and 440C stainless steel balls bearings were used for the
mechanical alloying experiments, carried out in a dual-vial SPEX 8000M shaker
mill. Milling was accomplished by loading the hardened steel vials with aliquots
of Cu and Ta powders (�325 mesh, 99.9% purity) to produce the desired composi-
tion of Cu–10 at.%Ta. A ball-to-powder mass ratio of 10:1 with a powder charge of
5 g was loaded into the vials. Each of the vials were sealed in an argon atmosphere
glove box with less than 1 ppm oxygen and H2O concentration prior to milling.
Mechanical alloying in the SPEX 8000 shaker mill was performed at liquid nitrogen
temperatures for 8 h. Liquid nitrogen milling was accomplished by placing the
sealed vial containing the argon atmosphere in a thick nylon sleeve modified to al-
low placement into the high-energy mill as well as to allow an inflow and outflow
of liquid nitrogen around the milling vial. The vial was equilibrated for 20 min and
the temperature measured prior to milling. To ensure that the vial’s internal tem-
perature reached �196 �C, a control vial was constructed. This was accomplished
by the insertion of a thermocouple through the control vial’s cap to a depth, pre-
venting contact with the vial’s internal surfaces; after the elapsed equilibration
time, the internal vial temperature was measured to be �196 �C. Cryogenic
mechanical milling resulted in an un-agglomerated powder mass with a particulate
size range of 20–100 lm. Small tablet-size performs were made by uniaxially press-
ing the as-milled powder at 3.5 GPa in a 3-mm diameter tungsten carbide die. These
samples were subsequently annealed for 4 h at various temperatures under pure H2

gas. X-ray diffraction analysis of the as-milled and annealed powder tablets was
performed with an X’Pert PRO PANalytical MPD X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka
(k = 0.1542 nm) radiation. The average grain size was calculated from diffraction
line broadening using the Scherrer equation.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments were performed in a Net-
zsch STA 409C differential thermal analyzer equipped with a TASC 414/3 controller.
TEM samples were produced using a dual beam FEI Nova Nano Lab 600 focused ion
beam (FIB) unit. TEM imaging and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis
was carried out in a JEOL JEM 2100F microscope. Imaging of the samples along with
EDS analysis was also accomplished using a Hitachi S-4700 cold-cathode field effect
scanning electron microscope. EDS analysis in both the SEM or TEM was performed
for chemical analysis of the microstructure of the Cu matrix and Ta particles. Occa-
sionally, it was found that in some Ta particles, Fe was present. However, oxygen
(approximately, 0.75 at.%) was always present in both the matrix and the particles.
This low oxygen level was assumed to be related to oxygen incorporated in the sur-
face of the TEM sample films, indicative of the samples’ inherent oxygen content.
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Fig. 1. Vickers microhardness as a function of annealing temperature for the Cu–
10 at.%Ta alloy (blue diamonds), electroplated nanocrystalline Cu (red squares), and
conventional coarse-grained Cu (green squares). The yellow triangle represents the
melting point for all materials graphed. Data labels represent the respective GSs per
data point for the given annealed microstructure. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
3. Results

3.1. Structural characterization

Cryogenic milling produced a nanocrystalline two-phase com-
posite of spheroidal Ta particles and nano-lamellar Ta structures
dispersed in a Cu-rich Cu–Ta alloy matrix. Analysis of X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) data and corresponding Scherrer estimates of the
microstructural length scale of each of the phases, suggested that
the mean GS of the Cu-rich matrix and that of the residual Ta par-
ticles were 6.7 and 6.0 nm, respectively. However, larger Ta parti-
cles were also observed during TEM and SEM imaging. The matrix
GS of 6.7 nm is about 1/3 of the size, typically, reported for other
XRD measurements of pure nanocrystalline Cu (average GS of
25 nm). This microstructure contains roughly three times more
GB volume, leading to a more energetically unfavorable state and
a stronger tendency to undergo grain growth [37–42]. Upon fur-
ther X-ray analysis, a small but prominent shift to lower angles
was detected for the fundamental Cu Bragg reflections. Estimates
of the lattice parameter, based on this shift, calculated using Ve-
gard’s Law, suggest that approximately 2 at.%Ta was forced into
the Cu lattice to form a supersaturated Cu-rich solid solution.
While this is not a very high concentration, both theoretical and
experimental evidence suggest that this percentage of solute
atoms is more than sufficient to thermodynamically stabilize a
nanocrystalline microstructure below 100 nm [13,15,22,43].
Millett et al. [13] have studied the atomic size mismatch of the
GB segregation tendency using atomistic simulations with Len-
nard–Jones potentials. Following Millett et al. [13], we calculated
the atomic radius mismatch (defined as the ratio of the solute to
solvent radii) to be 143 pm/128 pm = 1.12 and estimated that only
2.0 at.%Ta solute is needed to stabilize nanocrystalline Cu with
10 nm grains. Here the radii were calculated from the well know
lattice constants of the pure elements Cu = 316.5 pm and Ta
330.6 pm. and by replacing the atoms with touching spheres
[44]. Calculations show that approximately 0. 65at.%Ta or less is
needed to stabilize a microstructure with grains larger than
50 nm [13]. Recent atomistic simulations [34] of nanocrystalline
Cu containing a bulk Ta solute concentration of 0.1at% lend cre-
dence to the concept of thermodynamic stability and to Millett’s
calculations [13], as they reveal an extremely strong tendency of
Ta segregation and indicate that GB sites remain fully saturated
even at temperatures nearing the melting point of Cu.

3.2. Microhardness measurements

The Vickers microhardness of the as-milled powder was mea-
sured to be approximately 4.8 GPa. This value is double of that re-
ported for pure nanocrystalline Cu [37,39,45]. It is suggested that
the elevated hardness of the Cu–Ta composite is a consequence
of three factors: (1) a much smaller Cu-rich matrix GS, (2) harden-
ing due to fine nanoscale Ta particle dispersions, and (3) solid-
solution strengthening of the Cu matrix by the oversized Ta atoms.
The delineation of each separate strengthening mechanism is not
in the scope of this manuscript; however, it will be thoroughly dis-
cussed in a separate manuscript with a focus on the consolidation
and high temperature, high-strain-rate mechanical properties of
the alloy. The microhardness results are only presented here to
indicate the comparative stability of this alloy to other materials.

Fig. 1 summarizes the decrease in microhardness versus
annealing temperature for three materials: our Cu–Ta composite,



Fig. 2. Bright field TEM micrograph showing microstructure of Cu–10 at.%Ta alloy
after anneal at 1040 �C for 4 h. The dark gray phase is Ta and light gray phase is Cu.
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high-purity electroplated nanocrystalline Cu, and conventional
coarse-grained Cu. The difference in hardness between the materi-
als is quite apparent. The Cu–10 at.%Ta has an initial room temper-
ature hardness which is greater than 10 times that of coarse-
grained Cu. More importantly, it maintains its hardness values bet-
ter than the as-deposited electroplated nanocrystalline Cu, even
after annealing at 1040 �C for 4 h. The annealing temperature of
1040 �C represents a homologous temperature which is 3% below
Tm of Cu. The hardness trend observed here for nanocrystalline
Cu–Ta is very similar to recently published results on nanocrystal-
line Cu–Nb and Cu–Fe for which the increased hardness is directly
attributed to the reduction in grain boundary energy due to segre-
gation of the respective solutes to GBs [46,43].

Fig. 2 displays a TEM bright field micrograph showing the
microstructure of Cu–10 at.%Ta after annealing at 1040 �C for 4 h.
The mean GS of the Cu-rich matrix, after examining several
such images, was measured to be approximately 167 nm. In
1st Peak 

Fig. 3. DSC curves with corresponding TEM (upper) and SEM (lower) micrographs show
alloy. The green curve is a DSC trace for the Cu–10 at.%Ta alloy without Fe contamination
are numbered. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the re
comparison, the electroplated Cu exhibits a dramatic decrease in
hardness and a rapid increase in GS, resulting in micrometer-scale
coarsening during annealing at 300 �C. This is consistent with re-
ported literature descriptions of the onset temperature of strain
relaxation and grain growth [38,47–54].
3.3. DSC analysis

Fig. 3 displays a composite image showing a collected DSC ther-
mogram and TEM/SEM micrographs of the corresponding micro-
structures at various temperatures along the DSC signal trace.
This figure was constructed by first performing a complete, full
DSC scan, obtained by heating the sample at a rate of 20 �C/min
from 24 to 950 �C. Next, three separate experiments were accom-
plished by running the DSC up to, but not over, the specific temper-
atures, as defined by the prominent exothermic events along the
full-temperature DSC trace. This procedure was performed such
that the characteristic, temperature-dependent microstructures
could be correlated with the observed exothermic events. The as-
heat-treated powders were then mounted and polished. SEM
images were taken of the polished cross sections, while TEM
images were made possible by performing H-bar TEM lift-outs
from the center of the as-tested particles using the dual beam
FIB. The TEM/SEM images for the highest temperature of 1040 �C
were taken from a tablet compact annealed in a tube furnace. This
separate experiment was necessary as the high annealing temper-
atures could have caused unwanted reactions with the available
DSC crucibles and atmosphere. The selected values along the tem-
perature axis of the DSC trace are 540, 636, 770, and 1040 �C. Using
the TEM, the Cu matrix GS at each annealing temperature was
measured and was found to be 20, 33, 57, and 167 nm, respec-
tively, indicating an extremely low temperature dependence on
microstructural coarsening. Fig. 4A–D depict the Cu matrix GS dis-
tributions for 540, 770, 900, and 1040 �C, respectively. Taking the
as-milled GS to be 6.7 nm, the TEM reported growth represents less
2ndPeak 

ing the microstructural evolution as a function of temperature for the Cu–10 at.%Ta
. Specified temperatures are identified by red symbols and main exothermic events

ader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 4. Size distributions for the Cu matrix after annealing at (A) 540 �C, (B) 770 �C, (C) 900 �C, and (D) 1040 �C.
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than an order of magnitude increase in GS over much of the tem-
perature range. This is in stark contrast to the grain growth in pure
nanocrystalline Cu, which indicates an increase in GS of approxi-
mately two orders of magnitude over just a 300 �C increase in
temperature.

TEM/SEM was also used to measure the Ta particle size at each
annealing temperature. At the two lowest temperatures, the mean
Ta particle sizes were difficult to assess by SEM imaging alone;
therefore, estimates were also obtained from analysis of the TEM
images, which indicated that the mean Ta particle size was
620 nm for both the 540 and 636 �C anneals, but much larger at
higher annealing temperatures; �40 and �100 nm at 770 and
1040 �C respectively. This observation is consistent with other re-
ports of coarsening where phase separation in immiscible nano-
crystalline Cu alloys is thought to occur by GB diffusion of solute
atoms [32]. Vo et al. reports for Cu–Mo and Cu–W that particles
were observed to precipitate around 400–550 �C, after which they
remain constant in size for the next 200 �C, before the onset of
coarsening [32]. The similarly slow coarsening of the Ta precipi-
tates is assumed to be related to its low diffusivity and virtually
zero solubility of Ta in Cu. Fig. 5A–D depict the Ta particle size dis-
tributions for 540, 770, 900, and 1040 �C, respectively.

As apparent in the DSC thermogram (Fig. 3), there are two main
exothermic heat release events. Such events may be associated
with different mechanisms: strain relaxation, grain growth, or seg-
regation and phase separation/formation. The following discussion
addresses the specific thermal events noted within the overall DSC
trace. Temperatures between 100 and 225 �C correspond to the ex-
pected range over which strain relaxation and grain growth have
been reported for pure, nanocrystalline Cu [38,47–54]. However,
the first exothermic event reported for our sample is found at a
higher temperature, extending from 120 to 500 �C.

Due to the low DSC signal strength, a more accurate thermo-
gram was collected from identical samples sent to the Netzsch
Analyzing and Testing Applications Laboratory [Burlington, MA],
where this particular exothermic event could be analyzed using a
higher sensitivity instrument. The collected data are plotted and
displayed in Fig. 6. As apparent in the heat release signal, there
are three distinct peaks. The total calculated heat release associ-
ated with the peaks is 8.7 J/g, or 0.553 kJ/mol, which was calcu-
lated by integrating the DSC signal versus time for the three local
exothermic events.

For nanocrystalline metals it is generally expected that stress
relaxation occurs first before the grain growth [55] and exhibits a
smaller heat release. This may correspond to the first peak labeled
in Fig. 6, as its occurrence agrees with the expected temperature
range for strain relaxation in pure nanocrystalline Cu [38,47–54].
The next two peaks could be associated with grain growth and/or
decomposition of the former solid solution. The linking or
decoupling of these two phenomena have been reported before
for Cu–Ta and other metastable solid solutions and over the same
temperature range [56]. TEM GS measurements at 540 �C do
confirm grain growth, as the mean GS of the Cu matrix has
coarsened to �20 nm. While this growth may appear to be small,
it represents a significant change in the GB volume and hence
should be a measureable exothermic event. The DSC results, there-
fore, indicate that grain growth most likely starts around 350 �C
and may be concurrent with decomposition of the solid solution
and that many phenomena, including, strain relaxation and grain
growth are all occurring over similar temperature ranges.



Fig. 5. Size distributions for the Ta particle size after annealing at (A) 540 �C, (B) 770 �C, (C) 900 �C, and (D) 1040 �C.

1 For interpretation of color in Fig. 7, the reader is referred to the web version of
is article.
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The second main exothermic event (see Fig. 3) shows two
prominent peaks over a temperature range of 550–800 �C. The first
peak has its maximum at 636 �C and is associated with the forma-
tion of a Ta–Fe intermetallic compound. Evidence for the formation
of this compound was found by careful chemical analysis of the as-
milled powder, which revealed the presence of small amounts of
Fe. This contamination was an inherent artifact of the milling pro-
cess. Further, more careful studies were performed in which the Fe
contamination was significantly reduced by using Cu–Ta-coated
milling vials and grinding media. The resultant DSC signal is also
displayed in Fig. 3 for comparison (note the lack of the exothermic
event on this trace). These low-Fe powders were also subjected to
equivalent heat treatments, X-ray, SEM, microhardness analysis
and by the Netzsch Analyzing and Testing Applications Laboratory.
However, no significant changes in the physical or microstructural
characteristics was attributed to the reduction in the Fe contami-
nation. In the second exothermic event, there is a small secondary
peak with its maximum at 770 �C. As can be observed in the SEM
images (Fig. 3), a noticeable structural change begins to occur at
this temperature. Unlike temperatures from 540 to 636 �C, where
the Ta dispersion remained unchanged, at 770 �C the mean diam-
eter of the Ta particles increased noticeably, approximately dou-
bling in size. SEM and TEM images at 1040 �C indicate that,
between 770 and 1040 �C, the Ta phase continues to coarsen as
the temperature is increased. Additionally, the heat release associ-
ated with the elimination of the remaining GB volume continues to
occur over the temperature range from 540 to 1040 �C. However,
this grain growth is so gradual and occurs over such a wide tem-
perature range that its detection and association with a particular
exothermic event was not possible.
3.4. Microstructural stability in the Cu–Ta alloy

Displayed in Fig. 7A is a TEM bright field micrograph for a sam-
ple of the Cu–10 at.%Ta alloy annealed for 4 h at 900 �C (87% Tm).
The microstructure has a mean grain size composed of 111 nm
Cu grains with small regions exhibiting abnormal growth. The Ta
particles are observed to have a wide size distribution, with typical
diameters of approximately 100 nm, <30 nm, and <10 nm (Fig. 7).
As can be seen in Fig. 7B, a number of Ta precipitates (black ar-
rows) with sizes <30 nm occupy GB positions (blue1 dots). This type
of distribution was generally observed over the entire microstruc-
ture. Fig. 7C shows one of the smaller 7 nm precipitates that was
found residing within the matrix of the same grain (Fig. 7B). How-
ever, to the left of the precipitate there are several dark contrast
points where the signal is delocalized. Such image contrast is indic-
ative of atomic clusters in which the atomic number is higher than
that of the surrounding matrix, i.e., clusters of Ta solute atoms. Such
clusters are predicted to form in a self-assembled nanoscale liquid–
liquid emulsion of Cu–Ta [57]. Ball milling can create supersaturated
solid solutions, and in our case up to 2 at.%Ta may have been forced
into solution. Thus, at high homologous temperatures the mechani-
cally alloyed system of Cu and Ta may behave similarly to the obser-
vations atomistic simulations [57]. Despite the disparity in the time
scales between the atomistic simulations and experiments, their re-
sults have many features in common. In fact, recent simulations of
nanocrystalline Cu with 6.5 at.% Ta in solution show that the Ta sol-
ute has a dramatic effect on stabilizing the microstructure [34]. Once
th



Fig. 6. High resolution DSC curve for the Cu–10 at.%Ta alloy containing a trace Fe
contamination with integrated area for the grain growth peak labeled in Fig. 3. The
main exothermic events are numbered.

Fig. 7. Bright field TEM images showing the dispersion of both Ta particles and
atomic clusters at increasing magnifications.

Fig. 8. Ta distribution in the Cu–Ta alloy with Ta segregation after a simulated isotherma
(B), creating a structure similar to the one observed experimentally. The dispersoids pin
yellow atoms represent Ta, blue atoms Cu. (For interpretation of the references to color
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Ta was placed at GBs, the Cu matrix microstructure resisted coarsen-
ing well up to the melting point of Cu. As the temperature was in-
creased to the melting point, the segregated Ta atoms, which
formed a continuous layer covering the GBs, broke up and formed
a semi-continuous nanoscale ‘‘colloid’’ layer within the GB region
as illustrated in Fig. 8. Furthermore, the atomic clusters of Ta making
up the GB ‘‘colloid’’ prevented grain growth up to the melting point.
However, upon separation from the boundary, these clusters became
trapped in the matrix behind the expanding GBs, showing similari-
ties to the clusters observed in Fig. 7C. Thus, the atomic clusters ob-
served in Fig. 7C as well as the GB pinning dispersoids should add a
significant thermal stability at the highest annealing temperatures.
4. Discussion

The stability of nanocrystalline metals has been ascribed to
many different operating mechanisms. Those most applicable to
the Cu–Ta system include: solute drag (common to all segregated
systems), triple junction drag (expected to be prevalent at small
GSs), thermodynamic reduction of driving force in either solute-in-
duced or orientation-related twinning, and Zener pinning (effective
with small particle sizes and large volume fractions). In turn, we
review these mechanisms and their applicability to the Cu–Ta
system.
4.1. Solute drag

The solute drag is most effective at low temperatures and/or
low driving pressures, as well as low GB mobilities [58]. GB mobil-
ity is generally associated with GB diffusion activation energies
and, thus, will be less effective at higher temperatures where vol-
ume diffusion is significant (i.e., the breakaway region) and where
Zener pinning by precipitate/particle nucleation and/or GB segre-
gation can occur [58]. Secondly, solute drag is less effective at high
driving pressures; for nanocrystalline materials this pressure can
be 2–3 orders of magnitude higher than that in micrometer-sized
grains [58]. Most phase field models, other types of simulations,
and direct experimental observations have been made on microm-
eter-sized grains. However, it is currently unclear what effect, if
any, solute drag will have on nanocrystalline growth kinetics at
GSs less than 100 nm. Additionally, Li et al. [59] suggest that the
physical meaning of the velocity independent drag force,
l anneal at 1373 �C (1100 K). The GB segregated Ta atoms (A) begin to form clusters
the GBs in place, preventing grain growth and preserving the microstructure. The
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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considered by Burke [60] and Michels et al. [7], is actually a reduc-
tion in driving force due to the decrease in GB energy. Furthermore,
new grain growth models suggest that solute drag is ineffective at
stopping grain growth and that the major solute effect is GB energy
reduction [28–30,61]. Therefore, in the strongly segregating Cu–Ta
system, solute drag could potentially operate at low temperatures
and is not expected to be a major contributing factor to the
observed stability.

4.2. Triple junction drag

Triple junction (TJ) drag within nanocrystalline materials has
recently been discussed by Upmanyu et al. [62,58]. The general
consensus is that TJ drag is most effective for very small GSs, low
temperatures, and near-high symmetry misorientations. Geomet-
rical 3D constructions using tetrakaidecahedrons suggest that the
volume fraction of TJs would only become significant below the
GS of 10 nm, above which, they represent much less than 3% of
the total volume. However, this volume rapidly increases for finer
GSs (e.g., to 50% at 3 nm). The rate of increase for TJ volume is
much larger than that for GBs, which over the same GS range, 3–
10 nm, has been calculated to only increase from 27% to 44%
[63]. Thus, only for very small GSs will TJs contribute or dominate
GB mobility mechanisms. These estimates agree well with simula-
tions of the effective GS range (1–15 nm) over which TJ drag has
been shown to be effective, or at least be a significant contributor
to the overall growth kinetics [62]. The observed increase in TJ drag
was attributed to the large deviation in equilibrium dihedral an-
gles. However, above this range, TJ controlled growth very rapidly
transitions to GB controlled growth kinetics. Upmanyu et al. sug-
gests that there is a large temperature dependence of TJ drag
[62]. Additionally, the ratio of TJ drag to GB mobility has a large
variation with GB misorientation, suggesting very large differences
in mobility based on the adjacent GBs involved in constructing the
TJ. Therefore, TJ drag by itself as a viable stabilization method sug-
gests that intrinsically all nanocrystalline materials would be more
stable. In recent experiments, Ames et al. applied growth laws to
nanocrystalline Pd, incorporating TJ drag and its effects on pinning
and driving pressure; the model did not agree with the experimen-
tal observations [64]. Intrinsically, for nanocrystalline materials,
the attributes of TJ drag manifest as a potent source for nucleating
abnormal grain growth, but not as a viable source for stabilizing
grain growth, specifically for moderately wider GS ranges.

The possibility does exists that solute drag effects could com-
bine with TJ drag to result in increased GB stability. This is because
TJs are locations of very high energy density making them ideal
places for solutes to segregate [65–67]. Also, TJs are known to be
fast diffusion pathways resulting in a few orders of magnitude fas-
ter diffusion kinetics in comparison with GBs [64–66]. Unfortu-
nately, there are only few reports on solute drag in the presence
of TJs, especially in nanocrystalline materials. However, this com-
bined mode should be most successful at very small GSs and exhi-
bit a correspondingly high temperature dependence. Interesting,
by 500 �C, in the current Cu–Ta samples, the average GS is approx-
imately 20 nm, corresponding to about 0.3% volume of TJs. There-
fore, it is not expected that TJ drag, even in the segregated state, is a
viable mechanism for the overall stability observed here.

4.3. Zener pinning

Among the various stabilizing mechanisms, Zener pinning can
contribute to the observed high temperature stability. Several
experiments indicate the retention of very small GSs, less than
30 nm, by this mechanism, for example the work by Atwater
et al. on nanocrystalline CuZr [33]. Additionally, phase field
modeling of Zener pinning in the presence of TJs (significant in
nanocrystaline materials) has also shown that particles are more
effective in pinning TJs than they are at pinning GBs are [68,69].
This is largely due to the efficient removal of the high energy den-
sity located at the triple junction.

If the drag pressure exerted by a volume fraction (f) of randomly
distributed spherical particles of a given radius (r) is equated to the
driving pressure of a spherical grain boundary of a given radius and
specific energy the limiting grain diameter (D) can be calculated
[70].

D ¼ 4r
3f

ð1Þ

Additionally, in [70], there is a proportionality term, a, included
in Eq. (1), which is set here to 1. Assuming only 1 at.% Ta remains in
solution at high temperatures and does not change the density of
Cu significantly, the effective volume fraction, f, of a pinning parti-
cle is taken to be 13.1%. Using the mean particle size from the Ta
distributions in Fig. 5A–D, the limiting Cu matrix GS, based on ki-
netic pinning alone can be estimated for general GBs. The respec-
tive matrix GS after annealing at 636, 770, 900 and 1040 �C is
found to be 110, 185, 210, and 495 nm, respectively. Note, these
values are much larger than the GSs measured from TEM observa-
tions for the same temperatures; these were 21, 54, 111, and
167 nm, respectively. At 1040 �C, the entire volume fraction of Ta
particles would have a diameter of 33 nm, in order to retain a GS
of 167 nm and much smaller for lower temperatures.
4.4. Thermodynamic stabilization

Lastly, thermodynamic stabilization has been shown to be both
theoretically and experimentally plausible for attaining stabiliza-
tion of small GS at high homologous temperatures. The basic con-
cepts and extensive derivations of this theory can be found in
Weissmuller [9,10], Liu and Kirchheim [11], Kirchheim [12], Millett
et al. [13], Beke et al. [14,15], and Trelewicz and Schuh [16]. The
consensus of these studies is that a metastable equilibrium GS
could exist in alloy systems due to solute segregation to GBs. This
was concluded, based on the intrinsic GB energy and the segrega-
tion enthalpy change due to the solute excess in the form of a GB
monolayer. There are a number of experimental studies that dem-
onstrate stabilization of a nanocrystalline GS by solute additions
[2], some of which show stability at extreme temperatures. Ther-
modynamic stability has been reported for Ni–P [71], Ru–Al–Fe
[72], Ti–Cu [73], Y–Fe [74], TiO2–Ca [75], Ni–W [55], Pd–Zr [76],
Fe–Zr [21,22], and Fe–Ti [23].

The formation and precipitation of secondary phases may
complicate the claims of stability in such systems since it may be-
come difficult to separate the true controlling mechanisms. How-
ever, it has been generally observed that upon precipitation of
secondary phases in a thermodynamically stabilized system, rapid
coarsening of the GS to the micrometer-scale occurs [2]. This was
not the case for the Cu–Ta system, where grain growth of the Cu
matrix appears to be complementary and proportional to the
growth rate of the Ta particles. This could likely indicate a cou-
pling of the thermodynamic and kinetic pinning mechanisms
where coarsening occurs or is controlled by the rate of the phase
separation.
4.5. Mechanisms controlling microstructural evolution in mechanically
alloyed Cu–Ta

For the Cu–Ta system, we propose the following possible sce-
nario for GS stabilization: thermodynamically, the GS is stabilized
by the presence of Ta solute atoms in the Cu GBs. The observed
equilibrium GS is determined by the reduction in the driving force,



Fig. 9. Micrograph of Cu–Ta alloy after melting and re-solidifying. Light gray phase
is Ta and dark gray phase is Cu.
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which, in turn, is dependent on the specific solute excess. The GB
specific solute excess changes as function of temperature and is
controlled by the rate of diffusion and the growth of the immiscible
Ta phase. The latter, in turn, kinetically pins the GS at the highest
temperatures where the amount of Ta equilibrium segregation
reduces.

Recent atomistic simulations [34], the aforementioned experi-
mental observations and the discussion above provide a better
understanding and a detailed synapses of the microstructural evo-
lution in nanocrystalline Cu–10 at.%Ta alloy. During mechanical
alloying a certain fraction of Ta atoms are forced into the Cu lattice
creating a supersaturated Cu-rich solid solution containing approx-
imately 2 at.% dissolved Ta with the excess Ta remaining as sepa-
rate particles and lamellar structures with nanoscale dimensions,
as well as in atomic clusters. This process may be facilitated by
the chemical contribution of the Cu/Ta interface enthalpy and its
reduction to coherency of the randomly distributed nanoscale Ta
particles in the Cu matrix [77–80].

As heat is applied and the temperature reaches approximately
100 �C, the microstructure begins to relax and the impact-induced
stress is relieved. The excess dislocations trapped in GBs annihilate
each other causing the overall dislocation and excess point defect
density to decrease and approach equilibrium values [38,47–54].
As the heating continues from 100 to about 600 �C, the Cu-rich ma-
trix begins to coarsen, but the growth is sluggish and is hindered
by the excess Ta dispersoids, as well as the random distribution
of Ta atoms and clusters within the Cu-rich matrix and GB regions
[34]. At the higer end of this temperature range, as the Cu GBs be-
come more mobile, they continue to interact with Ta dispersoids,
in addition to sweeping up randomly distributed Ta atoms in a
snowplow-like effect [81]. Thermodynamics and atomistic simula-
tions both suggest a strong tendency for Ta to segregate to GBs in
Cu [34] and other structural defects including TJs, quadruple
points, and stacking faults. As such, it is expected that at suffi-
ciently high temperatures Ta atoms near GBs may be pulled into
GB regions. As coarsening continues the GB volume decreases,
thereby increasing the specific GB Ta solute excess. As the GB re-
gions become saturated with more and more Ta solute atoms,
the driving force for continued grain growth is further reduced.
The presence of the solute will also increase the activation energy
associated with GB mobility helping to reduce the growth rate fur-
ther [29,30]. Once saturated with Ta atoms the GBs are no longer
favorable diffusion pathways for Cu.

As the temperature increases further, above 600 �C, the vacancy
concentration increases and lattice self-diffusion of Cu becomes an
additional pathway for mass transport in the alloy. At this point,
additional Ta dispersoids can also be formed from the aforemen-
tioned nano-lamellar structures undergoing continuous boundary
splitting. Nanoscale Ta lamellar structures can have local variations
in curvature that cause mass transport and eventually pinching off
and continual reduction to Ta spheres via the Rayleigh instability
process [82]. This mechanism helps maintain the kinetic stability
of the system by increasing the volume fraction of pinning
obstacles.

At sufficiently high temperatures (�800 �C), the mostly contin-
uous layer of Ta still located at GBs begins to form Ta clusters, a dif-
fusion-controlled process that redistributes Ta in GBs. This process
is not possible within the Cu lattice where diffusion of the dis-
persed Ta atoms is extremely slow even at temperatures near Tm

of Cu [34]. The tendency to form such clusters may have a similar
atomic origin as the formation of stable nano-colloids found in li-
quid Cu–Ta alloys [57]. Also, the emerging Ta clusters help pin
the GBs in place. At these temperatures, however, the Ta atoms be-
come increasingly more mobile and can also move along the GBs,
leading to coarsening of the residual Ta particles. As the available
amount of solute in the GBs is reduced, both the thermodynamic
and kinetic mechanisms of stabilization are also reduced, resulting
in further coarsening.

At temperatures between 800 and 900 �C, the microstructure
reaches a GS that is stabilized primarily by kinetic pinning and
minor, if any, thermodynamic factors preventing the microstruc-
ture from further coarsening still operates. However, it should be
noted that incipient melting has been observed in simulations re-
ported earlier [34], where the smallest grains still pinned by the
atomic clusters undergo melting and re-solidify with the orienta-
tion of the neighboring grains as the microstructure begins to
break down. At still higher temperatures (greater than 900 �C),
some of the clusters pinning the large grains are left behind in
the matrix as GBs break away and the Cu matrix itself coarsens.
Experimentally, throughout the entire temperature range, the
microstructure is observed to coarsen in a similar manner to the
nano-colloid [34,57], wherein the Cu matrix GS is similar in dimen-
sion to that of the smallest Ta precipitates. The proportional in-
crease in the size between the Cu matrix and the Ta precipitates
(a factor measured as �2� Cu to Ta) remains constant with
increasing temperature until the entire Cu matrix melts (at
1083 �C), causing the Ta GB precipitates to escape, float off, and be-
come dispersed in the liquid.

Fig. 9 shows an example of this phenomena wherein a Cu–
10 at.%Ta compact was melted in the DSC device. The micrographs
show Ta precipitates, white in color, about 200 nm in diameter
floating out into the Cu matrix which melted and re-solidified.
An interesting observation is that the small Ta particles tend to sta-
bilize the free surface of the melt. It is observed that a large num-
ber of small Ta particles occupy locations in the outer skin of the
melt, as indicated by the arrows (Fig. 9). When the samples were
subjected to arc melting, the liquid melt would take on non-sym-
metric flow that would wet the surface rather than forming a
hemispherical shape as most alloys do. In all cases Ta particles
were located at free surfaces, including the outside surface of the
melt pools, internal voids, as well as the free surface of the parti-
cles, effectively controlling the shape and preventing a normal melt
pool from forming.
5. Conclusions

High energy cryogenic mechanical alloying of immiscible ele-
ments, in this case Cu with Ta, resulted in a microstructure highly
resistant to coarsening at elevated temperatures. Mechanisms
responsible for such unconventional stability likely arise from
thermodynamic and kinetic origins. Systems typically stabilized
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by the thermodynamic mechanisms generally undergo rapid
microstructural coarsening due to the formation of a secondary
phase resulting from decomposition of the former solid solution.
This was not observed in the case of nanocrystalline CuTa. In gen-
eral, the microstructural coarsening of nanocrystalline CuTa pre-
sented here is similar to the behavior of the nano-colloid [57],
where the increase in the Cu matrix grain size was observed to
be proportional to the increase in diameter of Ta secondary parti-
cles. It is suggested that the sluggish diffusion of Ta atoms down
Cu GBs and their inability to diffuse thorough the Cu lattice is what
ultimately dictates the level of microstructural coarsening and is
the basis for the portion of the stability attributed to the thermo-
dynamic mechanisms. However, annealing additionally leads to
the formation of well-dispersed nanoscale Ta precipitates. These
Ta precipitates further stabilize the microstructure by kinetically
pinning GBs in place at high homologous temperatures (97% Tm).
Both of these phenomena (thermodynamic and kinetic stabiliza-
tion) are supported by recent atomistic simulations and give cre-
dence to the idea that microstructural stability in the Cu–Ta
system is largely controlled by segregation and diffusion of Ta
atoms.
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